IRIS Release Notes
5.3.5.2 – 12/12/2017

Pre-Arrival
Description
New Arrivals Report “Arrivals FY/CY by Affiliate and Site”

Type
Enhancement

Ticket
173801

Arrival by month report that is viewable by Affiliates.
Pre-Case changes - Adv Search and Interests

Enhancement

172686

Made some verbiage and display improvements to the PreCase Advanced Search and Interest modules.
Lautenberg AORs - PB/PB Family data

Enhancement

170355

Improved the Lautenberg AOR process to include the PB and
PB Family data in marriage dropdowns and also on the
printable Lautenberg AOR form to prevent users from having to
reenter the data in the Anchor Family tab.
Lautenberg AOR - deletion changes

Enhancement

172101

Enhancement/
Bug

173797

Modified the View eABN Imports notification to fix issues and to
make it easier to understand.
WRAPS Assurance Export - bug fix

Bug

172818

Fixed bug in the WRAPS export process that occurred when
there was only one case in the previous day's assurance file
OR all the cases from the previous day's export had been
updated. The issue was that an incorrect “last assurance date”
was displaying on the export screen. It did not affect the actual
export.
Reconciliation - bug fix

Bug

173566

Resolved issue where affiliates were able to see cases other
than their own on the Reconciliation Report screen.
Pre-Arrival Case Notes - bug fix

Bug

173988

Resolved issue where IRIS would erroneously navigate the
affiliate to the VOLAG Notes screen instead of staying on the
Pre-Arrival Case Notes screen upon saving a new note.
IRIS Arrival Reconciliation Notification - bug fix

Bug

174283

Resolved issue where the link in the email that is sent to
affiliates was not working.
Update Minor Suitability Submitted Email Notification

Bug

174518

Improved the deletion process for Lautenberg AORs.
eABN/eDOM - View eABN Imports notification changes

Case Prefix and Case Number is included in the email body for
which the minor suitability report is submitted.
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Post-Arrival
Description
90 Day Corrections Needed & Timeliness Report

Type
Enhancement

Ticket
173552

Bug

173948

Output report should display Month and Year correctly.
Example: If Month = 'November' and Program Year = 2017
then the output report should display PY2017 November.
Print Minor Suitability Report

Enhancement

172187

Pre/Post reports can be printed from the first page before any
section is completed. The intent is to allow an affiliate to print a
blank copy before completing any section.
Case Header - added 90th day

Enhancement

173225

Bug

174257

Bug

174517

Both the reports are viewable by Affiliates.
90 Day Correction Needed & Timeliness output to reflect
correct input parameters

Added 90th Day to the Case Header.
Update RP Period Report & Member page out-migration
logic
RP Period Report:
When Q1. Outmigration = 'Y' then Q3-Q5 will be disabled and
grayed out
RP Period Member:
When Q2. Outmigration = 'Y' then Q3-Q6 will be disabled and
grayed out
Duplicate SSN
Allow 0's to be entered without system prompting duplicate
error message. 0's is an exception and will not be validated for
duplicate SSN check.

Matching Grant
Description

Type

Ticket

Administration
Description
Multi-Factor Authentication

Type
Enhancement

Ticket
169258

Resettlement Agency now has the option to enable multi-factor
authentication.
Update Case Note Tab Order

Enhancement

173359
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Administration
Description
Clicking the tab key now moves the cursor from the “Short
Description” to the Note. Previously, tabbing moved through
each formatting button (i.e. spell check, Bold, Italic, Underline,
etc.)
Update Custom Report IRIS_Case

Type

Ticket

Enhancement

173230

Bug

173837

Enhancement

173799

Bug

173790

Resolved an IRIS v.5.3.4 deployment glitch by removing the PA
name from the Subject of the Travel Added and Travel
Changed email notifications.
Previously Scheduled Travel Notification – remove PII

Enhancement

172591

Removed PII data from the Previously Scheduled Travel
Notification. This notification was erroneously missed during
the IRIS v.5.3.4 project to remove all PII from email
notifications.
Test Site Forgot Password

Enhancement

169258

Enhancement

174499

Add field [AvailabilityStatus]
Update Custom Report IRIS_MGCase
IRIS_MGCase and IRIS_Individual has been joined by
MGCaseID field instead of IRISCASEGUID to display joined
cases.
Note: IRIS_Individual can be joined to IRIS_MGCase without
the need for IRIS_Case. The logic have been updated to use
MGCaseID instead of IRISCASEGUID.
Custom Reports - added PlacementCount field
Added a “PlacementCount” field to the IRIS_Case Custom
Reports data source, which will give a count of the number of
times a case has been placed with an affiliate.
PII Email Notification changes - Travel Added & Travel
Changed

Forgot Password link sends an email to user's email address
instance if the user's email as well as the configurable
EmailOverride value.
Previously, in IRIS Test the email is not sent to the user. In
IRIS Production, the email is sent to the user.
New eABN CustomReport
Data source for system administrators to see detailed eABN
transmission records
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